
Misc. (Bail) Case No. 92 of 2021.

16.09.2021.          
  
                 Seen Bail Petition No.403/21 filed by accused/petitioner Prasanjit
Singha  u/s.  438  Cr.P.C  in  connection  with  Gohpur  P.S.  Case  No.212/2021
u/s.376/511 IPC praying for  pre-arrest bail on the grounds that the allegation
levelled against the accused person are totally false and concocted and he is
totally innocent. In fact on the date of alleged occurrence the petitioner was
going to a garage to call a mechanic for repairing his vehicle. But Bicky Biswas,
the  younger  brother  of  the  alleged  victim  girl  from  his  home  called  the
petitioner and then only he entered the house of the complainant while the
victim was accompanied with her brother Bicky. The victim girl earlier to this
case also lodged false cases against other persons and settled those cases
demanding money and presently the complainant’s family is demanding Rs.5
Lakhs to withdraw the case against the accused/petitioner and to settle the
matter.

Heard the learned counsel appearing for the accused/petitioner.

Learned  counsel  representing  the  accused/petitioner  reiterating
the grounds set forth in the bail petition submitted that there has not been any
incident as alleged but the victim is habitual of filing false cases and to settle
the same realising money and the present case is also the outcome of the
greed of the victim. The accused/petitioner is totally innocent and he has not
committed any offence as alleged and the accused being a local person there
is no chance of absconding nor he will hamper or tamper with the evidence of
the case, if he is released on bail. Hence, he prayed for releasing the accused
on pre-arrest bail. 

Although learned Public Prosecutors Smti  Jahnabi Kalita and Sri
Arun Kahtiwora are entrusted and assigned to represent the State before this
Court but they are absent without any steps. Hence, there is no representation
from the part  of  the  State  against  the prayer  of  bail  of  accused/petitioner
Prasanjit Singha.

Received the case diary.

Perused the case diary and it  appears that  there are  sufficient
incriminating materials against the accused/petitioner concerning the alleged
incident of the case in hand and it relates to crime against woman pertaining
to sexual exploitation which is alarming in the State of Assam.

 Considering the above aspects of the matter, the prayer of pre-
arrest  bail  of  accused/petitioner  Prasanjit  Singha  deserves  rejection.
Accordingly it is rejected.

Return the C.D.
Inform I/O accordingly.  

With the above order this bail petition stands disposed of.


